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The Universe before JWST
HUDF, Frontier Fields have open a new window in the
exploration of re-ionization

GN-z11

GRBs

Mainly bright galaxies have been observed….maybe too bright…
At the same time Gamma-ray Bursts have been identified at up to z=8,
providing a new tool to identify high-z galaxy and test early epoch star formation
Cucchiara - Aspen 2016

The Universe before JWST
• After 25+ years of HST we are reaching the point
of understand the nature galaxies at z>7
• Pushing the luminosity function at z~10
• Testing the SFR density models

Can we test the
“behind the scene”
actors of
Star-formation/reionization?

Oesch+13

Cucchiara - Aspen Wang+13
2016
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Cosmological simulations allow us to model
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during re-ionization.
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Figure 6. Evolution of gas densities (top) and temperatures (bottom) in simulation LW+RT at three representative redshifts z = 19, 16, and 13 (from left to right).
For comparison, the rightmost panels show the gas densities and temperatures in simulation NOFB at z = 13. The cubical slices of fixed physical dimensions are
centered on the comoving position of the most bound particle in the dwarf galaxy at z = 10. The dashed circles are centered on the dwarf galaxy progenitor and have a
radius equal to the virial radius of the progenitor. Photoheating raises the gas temperature to ∼104 K. The implied increase in gas pressure evaporates gas from inside
low-mass halos and smooths gas density fluctuations in the IGM.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

below gas surface densities !102 M⊙ pc−2 . The suppression is
a result of the star formation recipe, which limits star formation to densities above 500 cm−3 . At the final simulation redshift, such densities are realized both in the central region and
in the disks, and the galaxy shows a spatially extended morphology of star formation. In contrast, star formation in the
galaxy before disk formation is limited to the central region (see
Figure 4). The Kennicutt–Schmidt power-law behavior can be
−1
understood by writing ΣSFR = τgas
Σgas , where τgas = ρ/ρ̇⋆ is
the gas consumption time. Using τgas = τ⋆ (Equation (1)), we
find ΣSFR = τ⋆−1 Σgas . This relation is shown with the dotted
line in Figure 5, and the results from the simulation are in close
agreement with it.
Taken at face value, the large Toomre Q values that indicate
stability against disk fragmentation seem inconsistent with the
non-zero SFRs of the disks. However, our simulations do
not have sufficient resolution or the physical detail required
to study fragmentation of the disks into individual stars. We
have therefore employed a phenomenological model for star
formation according to which stars form from gas with densities
larger than the adopted threshold density for star formation,
an approach employed in most galaxy formation simulations.
It remains open if, at higher resolution or greater physical
detail, the disks in our simulation would fragment to form
stars, or if they would remain stable, possibly feeding a central
massive black hole (e.g., Eisenstein & Loeb 1995; Koushiappas
et al. 2004; Lodato & Natarajan 2006). Addressing these
issues in cosmological simulations such as the simulations here
is computationally challenging. Simulations of isolated disk
galaxies have shown that star formation is slower in disks that

Furthermore re-ionization is likely a patchy process,
making
hard to identify the exact parameters due to
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in high-redshift low-mass disk galaxies is less efficient than
implied by our simulations.

temperature (bottom) in cubical slices through the refinement
region in simulation LW+RT at three representative redshifts
z = 19, 16, and 13 (from left to right). For comparison, the
figure also shows the gas density and temperature at z = 13
in the corresponding slice through simulation NOFB (rightmost
panels). In the following, we discuss the impact of LW and
ionizing radiation on the properties of the IGM and the formation
of low-mass galaxies in the neighborhood of the simulated dwarf
galaxy.
The feedback processes exerted by radiation are well known
and are briefly summarized here. LW radiation photodissociates
molecular hydrogen, reducing the ability of low-mass halos to
condense their gas. This suppresses star formation, providing a
negative feedback (e.g., Haiman et al. 1997). Ionizing radiation
photoheats the IGM to ∼104 K, and the implied Jeans filtering
impedes the accretion of gas into halos with virial temperatures
!104 K (Shapiro et al. 1994; Gnedin & Hui 1998). In addition,
photoheating evaporates gas from low-mass halos and reduces
the ability of gas to cool inside them (e.g., Efstathiou 1992;
Thoul & Weinberg 1996; Wiersma et al. 2009). On the other
hand, photoionization generates free electrons, which catalyze
the formation of molecular hydrogen, thus increasing the ability
of gas inside low-mass halos to cool and form stars (e.g.,
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Using LBGs and LAE we can place observational
constraints on the neutral hydrogen fraction (Bouwens
+15,Robertson+15, McGreer+15, Stark+15).

Bouwens+15

Gamma-ray Bursts (GRBs) 101
Short GRBs
GW
(cool stuff!!!)

Long GRBs
(also cool stuff!!
Cucchiara - Aspen 2016

GRB 090423 and GRB 090429B
• GRBs occur at z>7
• At discovery they are BRIGHT!
• They are independent of the galaxy
luminosity
• Pinpoint high-z “faint” galaxies
• They provide unique insights on starformation during re-ionization
Tanvir+09

Oesch+16
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GRB 090423 and GRB 090429B
• GRBs occur at z>7
• At discovery they are BRIGHT!
• They are independent of the galaxy
luminosity
• Pinpoint high-z “faint” galaxies
• They provide unique insights on starformation during re-ionization

Oesch+16
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GRB 090423 and GRB 090429B

z~9.4

GRB 090429B: Cucchiara+11

KEY FACT
GRBs at z>7 stay bright for several days!!
NIRCAM/NIRSPEC will be able to
obtain photo-z
Cucchiara - Aspen 2016

High S/N spectra enable re-ionization studies

Chornock+13

GRB 050904 (z=6), Totani+05

Chornock+14

High S/N spectra enable re-ionization studies
Fitting the red wing of the afterglow spectra allows to measure
fundamental parameters of re-ionization. But requires good data
(AKA high S/N spectra).

GRB 130606A, Totani+13

GRBs afterglow enable to answers
some key questions?
• What is the metallicity of a galaxy at z>8?
• What is the reservoir of HI in these primordial objects?
• Can we constrain the neutral hydrogen fraction?
• Can we constrain the size of the primordial ionized regions?

Cucchiara+15Cucchiara

- Aspen 2016

The perfect recipe (Cucchiara in prep.)
We model a GRB afterglow spectrum including:
• Simple GRB continuum (the beauty of the beast)
• Absorption lines (host+intervening) at 0.01 < Z/Zsun < 1.0
• log(HI) > 17 cm-2
• 0.01 < xHI < 1.0
• A grid of IGM bubble size Rb: 1, 10, 60 Mpc

We simulated the following instruments:
JWST+NIRSPEC (not-official tool)
TMT+IRIS (official)
WFIRST-GRISM
DCT+RIMAS (OH lines suppression)
Cucchiara - Aspen 2016

JWST-NIRSPEC (preliminary)

JWST-NIRSPEC
z=8.2
Jmag=22 (S/N=10 with Texp=900s)
G140H (R~2700)
Pixel scale: 2 Ang/pix

Z/Zsun = 0.1
TMT-IRIS

WFIRST-GRISM

Cucchiara - Aspen 2016

Determine the ISM metallicity of z>8 galaxies
At Z/Zsun = 0.1, G140H= 900s , S/N 10 (Jmag=22)
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The future, JWST+NIRSPEC
At Z/Zsun = 0.01, G140H= 900s , S/N 10 (Jmag=22)
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Re-ionization (preliminary)
Effect of pure HI column on the red wing

Effect of XHI on the red wing
Log(HI) = 19, Rb=10 Mpc

XHI= 50%, Rb=10 Mpc

Effect of Rb on the red wing
Log(HI) = 19, XHI= 50%
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Re-ionization (preliminary)
TMT+IRIS (R~4000) spectrum of
GRB130606A shifted at z=8.2 (HI=19.9)

JWST+NIRSPEC (R~2700) simulated
spectrum of a at z=8.2, with HII size
10Mpc, HI=19.5 xHI=0.01

Work to do
• Understand the error budgets (instrumental)
• Including sky transmission (IRIS)
• Perform observing strategies (slew response time for JWST)
• How many GRBs do we need to be sure we can constrain IGM
Cucchiara - Aspen 2016

Conclusions
In the era of JWST and beyond (TMT, GMT, E-ELT) we will
be able to move from stars to gas (ISM, IGM)
• GRBs a unique addition to the exploration of re-ionization
• Absorption lines analysis (OI, SII, FeII) will probe the ISM of primordial
star-forming regions (ionizing bubble around first galaxies)
• High S/N spectra will help constraining the key ingredients of

re-

ionization (xHI , HI, HII regions size).
• Rapid follow-up of z>8 GRBs is critical: combining space triggers (Gammaray) with ground based facilities (1-4m telescopes) + JWST/30m
telescopes (spectroscopy)….promise 1-10 z>8 GRBs!!

2017-2023:
Exploring the re-ionizing
Universe

Direct access
Collaborators

